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JUNE 11 • TUESDAY

  8:00am – 9:30am Practices Make Proficiency-The 8 Standards for Mathematical Practices 
Speakers: Heather Holliman
Teachers will be able to connect student actions with the Mathematical Practices, describe the essence of each
Mathematical Practice, and determine distinctions and connections among the Mathematical Practices. We will
also explore teaching practices to support the development of MPs.

  9:40am – 11:10am Mathematical Language Routines 
Speakers: Alison Pace
Learn the 8 Mathematical Language Routines and discover how they can be incorporated into Ready
Mathematics Lessons. The routines facilitate attention to student language in ways that support in-the-moment
teacher-, peer-, and self-assessment.

 12:20pm – 1:50pm Coherence Mapping for Student Success 
Speakers: Rob French
Are you a math teacher that spends a considerable amount of time re-teaching skills that students did not learn
in previous grades? What if I told you that you could successfully plan for “unfinished learning” and increase your
grade-level instruction by up to 25%? Join me to see how!

  2:00pm – 3:30pm Rigor in the Mathematics Classroom 
Speakers: Joni Cooks
This session introduces the aspects of rigor. Participants will explore each aspect of rigor, identify aspects of
rigor in lessons, and describe the characteristics of these activities that support rigor.

JUNE 12 • WEDNESDAY

  8:00am – 11:00am A Closer Look at the SEPs (Science and Engineering Practices) K-12 
Speakers: Mississippi Department of Education, Tanjanikia McKinney, Science PDC
This dimension of the 2018 MS-CCRS for Science engages students in actively doing science and thinking like a
scientist or an engineer. This session will help educators become more familiar with the eight (8) practices,
consider what they might look like in the classroom by seeing simple examples of activities connected to the
practices, and see how engineering fits with science practices for student mastery of the performance objectives.

 12:00pm – 3:00pm Incorporating Effective Literacy Strategies in the Science Classroom (Grades 5-12)
Speakers: Mississippi Department of Education, Tanjanikia McKinney, Science PDC
During this session, participants will learn research-based strategies that will help improve vocabulary, fluency,
and comprehension within the science classrooms. Incorporating ways to differentiate lessons will also be
included.

JUNE 13 • THURSDAY

  8:00am – 3:00pm Understanding the 2018 MCCRS for Social Studies 
Speakers: Bailey Group
This hands-on professional development session will allow participants to develop a framework for effective
implementation of the new 2018 MCCRS for social studies.

JUNE 14 • FRIDAY

https://summerpirateacademy2019.sched.com/event/0d7de45596248b5b877fbf32142208f5
https://summerpirateacademy2019.sched.com/event/da0d83870e0ec31c4d9436865e691e3c
https://summerpirateacademy2019.sched.com/event/d854d3324a424ced2010713490053bfc
https://summerpirateacademy2019.sched.com/event/bb340be678733210dff5fedd09d58b31
https://summerpirateacademy2019.sched.com/event/f4d9fa06f5a8ff4f23be2644460532b8
https://summerpirateacademy2019.sched.com/event/01d16555a9cfdd8862c683fc608771b7
https://summerpirateacademy2019.sched.com/event/74568be2186a0558a505f8fbfeb41eda
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  8:00am – 11:00am Shift Happens: ELA Instructional Shifts 
Speakers: Patty Cooper
Using a "Do the Work of the Lesson" protocol, participants will analyze how the standards and instructional shifts
frame rigorous ELA instruction.

 12:00pm – 3:00pm There's a Method to My Madness: Standard-driven Unit Planning 
Speakers: Leslie Leyser
Participants will learn how to construct a unit from start to finish and then create a unit for their course.

https://summerpirateacademy2019.sched.com/event/a8f215de036955bf2ccfb127755b3a60
https://summerpirateacademy2019.sched.com/event/19d6ff2d8041115442e70b5329eb74ea

